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What is
TENURE?
Tenure to an attained status that
typically is associated with the
educational profession. Once an
employee is granted tenure, their
appointment changes from
probationary to permanent. It is a
form of job security generally
limited to education.
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Tenure laws are designed to protect the
free speech rights of teachers and
minimize the political pressures affecting
their performance in the classroom.
Tenure ensures teachers cannot be fired
for reasons of race, gender, age, religion,
handicapping condition, or sexual
orientation.
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When is an
educator
eligible for
tenure?

Tenure is earned after four years and one day or more
of effective teaching, oversight, and evaluation. Once
faculty members earn tenure, their appointment
changes from probationary to permanent. After
earning tenure, their employment cannot be
terminated without a fair hearing and due process as
set forth in Education Law §3020-a, Education Law
§3020-b, and the Commissioner’s Regulations 8
NYCRR Ch. II, Sub. C, Part 82-3.
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Without clear procedures….

In New York State, tenure can
be automatically granted after
four years and one day unless
there is a clear process in place
to ensure that only the best,
credentialed teachers are
granted tenure. 4 years and 1
day
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Tenure by
estoppel

Tenure by estoppel "results when a school board fails
to take the action required by law to grant or deny
tenure and, with full knowledge and consent, permits
an educator to continue to teach beyond the
expiration of [the] probationary term" (Matter of
Lindsey v Board of Educ., 72 AD2d 185, 186)
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Does tenure follow an educator?
If a teacher has obtained tenure in another district in the same
content/certification area, tenure may be granted after 3 years and
one (1) day. However, tenure is not transferrable from one district to
another. Additionally, a certified substitute teacher in an
uninterrupted leave replacement position may be given credit for
service towards tenure eligibility.
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Tenure Areas

Elementary (Pre-K through
sixth grade)
Middle grades (seventh and
eighth grades in schools
where those grades are not
departmentalized by
academic areas)

Seventh grade and above
when there is
departmentalization. There
are separate tenure areas
for English, social studies,
mathematics, science and
foreign languages.

Other subject areas,
encompassing 15 special
subjects
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Tenure Review Process
• Non-tenured teachers should be formally observed at least three times per year.
• Periodic checkpoints at least once /twice during each year of the probationary
period.
• Teachers will be informed about the need to take action to improve weaknesses,
and they will be provided with appropriate recommendations for improvement
of performance.
• Conferences in December or January and April or May of each year of the
probationary period will be held with those teachers whose performance is
judged to be less than satisfactory
• If educators in the final year of their probationary period are not going to be
recommended for tenure, they will be notified at least thirty (30) days before the
Board of Education is asked to act on the Superintendent of School's
recommendation.
• If a probationary teacher is to be dismissed after three (3) years, reasons will be
given in writing, and an interview with the Board of Education will be held, if
requested. The Superintendent of Schools will notify the educators if they will
not to be recommended for tenure at least six (6) months prior to the expiration
of their probationary period of employment.
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• November – Administration/Board check-in on all candidates
• December - Confirmation from principals for all tenure candidates confirming plan
for recommendation or written concerns for any teacher who may be in question reminder that written recommendation is due February 1st
• January - BOE meeting will include an exec session to review candidates questions, concerns will be discussed

Tenure
Timeline

• February - BOE meeting review any pending candidates based on prior meeting
• February 1st - Final candidate tenure recommendation letters from Principals are
due to the District Office
• Teachers are informed by their building principal of the anticipated recommendation (May BOE
meeting) approval.

• March - Tenure Defense Rounds must be completed by March 15, 2022
• April 1st - Invitation sent to tenure candidates and retirees for June meeting
• April - (2nd Meeting) Tenure candidates are submitted to the board for approval.
• May - First BOE meeting Tenure & Retirement Celebration
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Tenure Defense Rounds

In Edgemont, principals shall be required to attend a Tenure Defense Round (TDR) with the
Superintendent. This process will ensure that the Superintendent can speak confidently about
the candidate. Probationary teachers are encouraged to develop a professional portfolio for
submission to the Superintendent of Schools prior to their scheduled tenure defense round.
The following shall be a part of the TDR Process
1)Attendance
2) Student achievement data
3) Committee Service
4) Parent Correspondence
5) Student artifacts (optional)
6) Observations/Evaluations (formal/informal)
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Why is this such an important process?
Once an administrator/ teacher/teaching assistant is granted tenure, a school district can
terminate the administrator/teacher/teaching assistant only for just cause based on general reasons
recognized under the Education Law. Some examples of these reasons are:
● Insubordination
● Conduct unbecoming a teacher
● Inefficiency ● Incompetence
● Physical or mental disability
● Neglect of duty
● Failure to maintain certification
● Immoral character
● The 3020-a Hearing- If a school district brings charges against a tenured teacher/teaching assistant,
those charges must be made in writing. The teacher/teaching assistant has the right, under Section
3020-a of State Education Law, to an impartial hearing and to legal representation.
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